
Requirements for our transla on services  

from Tibetan into English, Spanish or Italian 

 

For online transla on 

- Kindly send in advance an audio sample of the Speaker to verify their accent and style. 

- The Speaker must use a microphone. 

- The Speaker should be able to hear the translator clearly. 

- The Speaker’s image must be clearly visible during the transla on. 

- If a par cular text is going to be followed during the transla on, kindly send a version in the 
transla on’s target language. Kindly either send or allow to request to the Speaker the Tibetan version 
of the text. 

- If a par cular commentary is going to be used by the Speaker, kindly either send or allow to request 
to the Speaker at least the Tibetan version in advance, preferably one month before the transla on 
(minimum two weeks in advance). 

- If there’s a chance that the event may go beyond the agreed me, kindly reserve more hours in 
advance. Because although some mes it may be possible to con nue beyond the established me, it 
is also possible that the following hour may already be booked. 

- If it’s necessary to cancel the transla on, kindly do so with at least two weeks’ no ce, unless there’s 
an emergency. 

- Kindly send the dona on for the transla on either before the event, or not more than one week a er 
the conclusion of the event. 

 

For on-site transla on 

- Kindly send in advance an audio sample of the Speaker to verify their accent and style. 

- The Speaker must use a microphone. 

- The Speaker’s image must be clearly visible during the transla on. 

- If a par cular text is going to be followed during the transla on, kindly send a version in the 
transla on’s target language. Kindly either send or allow to request to the Speaker the Tibetan version 
of the text. 

- If a par cular commentary is going to be used by the Speaker, kindly either send or allow to request 
to the Speaker at least the Tibetan version in advance, preferably one month before the transla on 
(minimum two weeks in advance). 

- The transla on service is booked for the requested mes. Outside these previously agreed hours, 
there’s no guarantee the Translator will be available for addi onal transla ons. 

- If it’s necessary to cancel the transla on, kindly do so with at least two weeks’ no ce, unless there’s 
an emergency. 

- Kindly send the dona on for the transla on either before the event, or not more than one week a er 
the conclusion of the event. 


